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Abstract
Since 2017 the development of Blockchain technology has been rapid. The news

of people making millions with cryptocurrency has made the term “blockchain” even
more well-known to the general public. In 2018 the supervision and regulations
surrounding blockchain tech have intensified in various countries and regions thus
furthering the development focus of blockchain to other valued applications.

For instance, there is the game CryptoKitties, which was unveiled at the end of
2017. This combination of gaming with blockchain technology supporting digital
assets has created an exciting direction for future growth.

Challenges of the Current Game Industry
Online traffic congestion, centralized game development and distribution, and

increases in traffic-acquiring costs have all made it difficult for small and medium-sized
game developers to obtain users. Because of the scarcity of game platforms and access
channels, few excellent low-budget games gain sufficient exposure for success. Trading
in non-fungible, i.e., unique, gaming assets, estimated by WAX to constitute a $50 billion
market, is vulnerable to fraud because of difficulties in confirming provenance.

The current centralized operating method of the game industry have led to high
circulation costs, which has evaporated the developers’ creation budgets leading to
elevated gamer rejection. This has been an ineffective and unfair distribution mechanism
which demands rethinking and modification.

Challenges of the Current Blockchain Industry
The current state of blockchain technology is not yet mature enough to support

complex computing and high-performance applications, and there have been no other
valuable mainstream applications except possibly for wallets and exchanges. Even in the
case of wallets and exchanges the users learning curve is still generally high and the on-
chain operation response speeds are slow, which results in poor user experiences.

How Blockchain Will Change the Game Industry
Blockchain combined with gaming won’t only bring more fun to gaming but will also

change the whole game industry and business model. This will then indirectly make
games much more interesting at many levels.

Ownership Change: The most important thing and fundamental change that
blockchain will offer games and other DApp’s will be change of ownership. Ownership of
game and game assets will be recorded on the blockchain and not owned by some
controlling company. The chain will continue to remain and the game and game assets
will permanently exist.

Operation Change: The ownership change will lead to operation changes. Game
development and operating will not be managed by a centralized developers, it will
instead be controlled by the core development team and volunteers from the community.
This is similar to procedures with open-source projects, where a core team would be first
started up by the projects main creator and then those projects will be developed



continually from consensual rules within a growing community. Since the community is
kept active, the core team will also continue to be active.

Profit Model Change: Except for selling game assets directly there will be a huge
virtual asset exchange market where developers can earn profits from virtual asset
transactions and services. Thus developers will be keen on encouraging their daily active
users (DAU) and to focus on virtual asset liquidity. This will bring a much more appealing
experience to gamers.

Consumption Behavior Change: Because the ownership and profit models will be
different, so will the purchasing consumption behavior change for blockchain gamers and
unlike that for centralized games. A gamer that purchases more digital assets in games,
will have more influence over the community. This change will benefit the growth in the
opportunity to be more involved in game management for players.

Promotion Methods Change: Game promotion will also change, branding and
word-of-mouth will become more important than just buying users. Developers can
promote their game before it becomes a ready-to-market product. They can set up a
community and try to reach a consensus by sharing game demos, timeline, vision, team
info, etc., and once they gain enough fan support they can use the community to help
raise funds for their game. Since blockchain games have that extra value added attribute,
the users they gain in the community will in turn be more loyal, have stronger spending
power and have the willingness to spread the word about the games. Once blockchain
games become more mainstream, then fake and copied games will not survive because
players will not support those kind of communities and this will also force developers be
more innovative in game development.

Our Vision
Our vision is to continuously explore the strength and shape of the game industry

with a specific focus on event triggers in blockchain technology. Our goals include
transforming the industry with blockchain tech advancements and constructing a
prominent blockchain gaming ecosystem. This will help solve the challenges facing the
game industry.



BlaCat’s Value Proposition
We established BlaCat to address four challenges that game developers--limitations

on creative freedom, lack of financial resources, acquiring user traffic, and lack of growth
opportunities. We expect to address each of these issues as follows:

Creative Freedom—BlaCat believes that dominant video game publishers restrict
the number and kinds of available games because the publishers limit their business to
established developers and limited repertoires of game types. By providing an open-
source platform and a community of developers and gamers to provide ideas and
assistance, BlaCat intends to encourage greater numbers of developers to create wider
varieties of games.

Financial Resources—Developers will be able to engage in direct sales of access
to games, game assets, and advertising, bypassing expense intermediaries, as well as to
seek funding for their projects by crowdfunding on the platform.

User Traffic—In addition to community participation, BlaCat expects to attract
gamers, globally, through its transparent virtual asset exchange system and a robust
Partner Program.

Growth Opportunities—A large user base and low rates of revenue participation by
FunJumping would give developers greater opportunities for profit.

BlaCat Platform
BlaCat is a blockchain gaming platform and ecosystem featuring a Software

Development Kit (SDK) based on NEO blockchain technology. It allows users to play
blockchain games like conventional games WITHOUT having to perform a series of
complex operations via installing plugins for wallets and using outside exchanges. In
addition, BlaCat supports non-blockchain game developers to easily interface with
blockchain technology and expand their global reach.

BlaCat

Wallet: A game-oriented embedded wallet covering mainstream applications such
as PC, Android, iOS and Web, which facilitates simple access, token purchase, and
virtual asset management.

Games: A blockchain game platform providing a verifiable game leaderboard and
community commenting system similar to the Steam and Taptap platforms, yet more
highly authenticated and transparent.



Market: A market for exchanging digital assets, employing smart contracts, as well as
capabilities for developers to implement their own. BlaCat intends continually to improve the
smart contracts’ transaction rules to improve transaction efficiency and protect users’ assets.

Community: The BlaCat community will be designed for open participation by all
users—developers, publishers, gamers, and advertisers. BlaCat community will provide tools
based on block chain technology to help users participate in management of the game.
Through tools provided by BlaCat, developers or publishers can propose games, avatars,
assets, and other game elements to be voted upon by gamers. Gamers will be able to post
reviews or comments on games, provide tips, or write articles about the games or gaming, as
well as rate others’ contributions.

Characteristics of BlaCat

BlaCat

Meets Developers Business Requirements: The platform aims to help solve

two major business needs, which are obtaining investment and acquiring

users. BlaCat leverages a partnership plan that helps develop user traffic and

permits the opportunity for players to aid in some of the developers funding

issues.

Purchasing Tokens Is Easier: BlaCat’s embedded wallet provides a

complete top-up system that enables users to use other mainstream digital

currencies which are directly convertible into the BlaCat tokens. In some

regions there will be direct open fiat channels, thus greatly lowering the bar

for users to hold coins.



As Fast As Centralized Apps: In order to solve the response speed of

onchain operations for decentralized application games, BlaCat uses

blockchain of ZoroChain to provide a set of integrated blockchain technology

solutions for high-speed DApp development. Onchain operation response time

will be less than 1 Sec.

Easier & Quick Access To Blockchain Technology (SDK): BlaCat provides

an easy-to-use, open-source, software development kit, allowing legacy-

game developers to quickly integrate their games with and expand their

global reach. The BlaCat SDK contains various instructional game chain-up

templates, smart contract templates, and middleware templates that can

enable novice developers lacking blockchain technology knowledge, as well as

experienced blockchain game programmers, to quickly develop blockchain

games.

Efficient & Low Development Costs For Developers: BlaCat will build an all

open source game community and will organize the community to maintain

various types of high-quality open-source game project frameworks. In turn,

this will promote the development of the entire game ecosystem, enabling

more game developers to share the progress of their game to the community

and will further eliminate development duplication which ultimately assists

in the development of high-quality games.

Establishes More Dependable Opportunities: BlaCat will build a mature

game rating system to support game developers fundraising efforts.



BlaCat Dapp Platform
Embedded Wallet

BlaCat has an integrated light wallet oriented towards the game users. Key features
include:

Cross-platform: The Wallet supports Web, PC, Android, and iOS. The user may
use the Wallet on any platform without restrictions.

Embedded: The Wallet may be conveniently embedded into various DApps, which
can facilitate initiating an in-application transaction similar to the cross-platform
embedded MetaMask extension.

Payment Interface: The Wallet provides payment interfaces and payment SDK’s for
common programming languages. Games developed based on various platforms and
technologies can all be conveniently interfaced.

Virtual Assets Management: The wallet will be designed to provide a non-fungible
token (NFT) management system, enabling users to easily organize their virtual assets.

Payment System: A Payment system is included in the wallet to enables users to
exchange mainstream blockchain tokens, e.g., BTC, ETH, NEO, ZORO, directly into
game assets. In some regions there will be direct open fiat channels, enabling users to
hold coins much more readily. Gamers will be able to purchase, but not sell, BlaCat

tokens through the wallet.



Game Platform
BlaCat will establish a decentralized blockchain domain, where users can comment,

share, and write articles similarly to Steam and Taptap. Unlike these centralized,
platforms, however, users will be able to track and confirm game play through the
blockchain.

The BlaCat gaming platform has the following features

Disclosure of Data: Key in-game indicators and data, such as numbers of
registered users, active users, and paid users, transaction data, and other fundamental
game data will be published in real time. In addition, the community will provide game
age and content ratings.

Developer Certification: Game developers can choose to publicize their team, the
company's various capabilities, qualifications to help users identify their games and to
help developers build their reputation. This is similar to Steam’s “Green Light” certification
mechanism.

Game Development Progress Announcements: The game's development
process history, it’s current version, the future development plan and series of versions in
the iteration process will be made publicly available and subject to the administration
from the community.

Unique Comment & Ratings System: The BlaCat User-Weighted Algorithm will
rate each gamer, based on factors such as duration of game play, amount of currency



spent in a game, consumer patterns, and quality, as rated by the algorithm, of
contributions, i.e., reviews, comments, tips, and other articles, that the gamer posts to the
community; and will record these data in the user’s account. These ratings will be used to
confirm the authenticity of contributions, preventing bots and zombie-account from
entering fake comments or reviews, as well as to push content to gamers, based on their
inferred preferences.

User-Weighted Algorithm: For users, active behavior, consumer behavior patterns,
community contributions and other aspects of these statistics will be recorded on the
user’s account. This offers a full evaluation of the user. The ratings will affect the users
score, such as the pattern of behavior; this will prevent bots and zombie account reviews.
This generally ensures the effectiveness and authenticity of the users on the platform.

Opinion Leaders: A goal of the BlaCat community will be to disseminate the views
of opinion leaders. In pushing content, the algorithm will give greatest priority to best-
known users and those whose contributions are rated the highest.

Smart Recommendation System: Combining the users gaming habits, rating
behaviors and other comprehensive data from user behavior analysis, our legitimate
public intelligent algorithm will recommend preferred content to the users.

Market
BlaCat intends to expand and enrich the criteria, i.e., descriptions of digital assets,

for trading in various types of virtual assets and provide a suite of decentralized
transactional frameworks, to enable trading in mainstream blockchain assets (e.g., NFT,
but not cryptocurrency). An in-game transaction market may be quickly implemented on
those frameworks , while non-game users may also conduct transactions in various
game assets, through the BlaCat platform, for which BlaCat may charge fees payable in
BlaCat tokens.



The BlaCat Exchange has the following characteristics:

Virtual Asset Trading: Users will be able to resell or auction their acquired game
assets, similarly to the 5173.com and OPSkins platforms.

Game Token Trading: Indirect token trading between users through smart contracts
determine the fundamentals of the price fluctuation of tokens and also aids in the
discovery of other future opportunities.

Pre-sale: Developers can launch their upcoming online game asset pre-sale through
smart contract constraints with an asset return agreement mechanism

Social Network
BlaCat provides a series of decentralized social networking features where the users

can make friends, join a community, share games, battle others and showcase their
profiles. The BlaCat platform has the following social networking functions:

Friends: Adopting a follow/fan mode structure (ex.similar to Weibo, a Chinese
twitter-like application); This mutual-follow method generates friends easily and quickly.

Point-to-Point Chat: Point-to-point connection. The chat data is transmitted and
locally saved by encryption and subsequently a distributed encrypted upload function will
be provided.

Sharing: The user may share his own game behavior, game experiences and other
personal characteristics.

Self-Promotion: The user may present his own game achievements, assets,
pictures, videos, etc.



Friend-Making: Friend-making modules are provided. Functions such as condition
matching, finding a nearby friend and teaming up to battle. Game developers may be
interfaced without restrictions and expand the functions in this sector to develop
businesses around friend propagation and making friends with community members.



BlaCat on ZoroChain
ZoroChain batch-processing solution addresses the rapid-response requirements of

online video gaming with easily expandable parallel application chain groups and rich
middleware templates, allowing each DApp, independently, to quickly execute on-chain
operations and publish assets via NEO blockchain technology. Game assets may be
distributed and traded via the public blockchain, whereas game play generally is
executed on a developer’s servers.

ZoroChain will provide a set of integrated blockchain technology solutions for
developing high-speed distributed applications. On-chain response time will be between
0.2 and 0.3 second. The platform employs independent parallel application chains that
can be easily extended using BlaCat’s rich middleware templates. Each DApp can be
quickly deployed on a single application chain that interacts with the Zoro Root Chain for
on-chain operations asset release, distribution, and exchange.

Technical Highlights of ZoroChain
Application Chains: Application chains may be quickly deployed based on the

ZoroChain root chain. Each game operates on a dedicated application chain, and the
application chains concurrently process their respective transactions to avoid congestion.

Brand New Gas Payment Method: Gas payments(Gas Token: ZORO) are
migrated from the user end (C end) to the application end (B end) and paid by the DApp
application developer, allowing the developer to create new payment schemes, as
opposed to transaction-by-transaction charges.

Rapid Block Generation: A fast and efficient Verifiable Random Function Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (VRF-BFT) consensus algorithm enables quick responses to transaction
requests, generating blocks in milliseconds. ZoroChain satisfies the near-instant block
generation required for an acceptable video game-play experience.



Expandable Smart Contract Virtual Machine: The Zoro virtual machine on each
application chain runs BlaCat smart contracts created from on-chain or off-chain
computing. On-chain computing runs on the Neo virtual machine, and resulting
transactions are recorded in blocks generated on a Zoro DApp Chain, after consensus.
Off-chain computing runs on the .NET Core, and transaction results can be transmitted to
the Zoro Root Chain to be incorporated in a Zoro Root Chain block. Built on a
NeoVM/.NET Core scalable-version virtual machine, Zoro virtual machine functions can
be expanded using .NET Core plug-ins.



BlaCat Community
What is the BlaCat Community

BlaCat is a gaming community that allows for open participation and joint-
management in all roles such as game advertisers, issuers, developers and users. The
management rules and economic systems in the community are all agreed upon and
managed based on blockchain technology. Thus forming an even and more rational
game business ecology. Users can participate extensively in game management through
BlaCat and game developers may obtain more users, capital and earnings by utilizing the
community.

BlaCat Community

Decentralized Promotion System
BlaCat expects to offer a smart-advertising service, called Smart AdSceneTM, based

on smart contracts employing the BlaCat User-Weighted Algorithm. The algorithm
enables precisely target advertising using data gathered in-game or from inside or
outside the BlaCat platform. After registering, advertisers will be able to place ads on the
platform with BlaCat’s easy-to-use toolkit. Developers will be able to sell spots in their
games to advertisers that wish to reach gamers or advertise their games through Smart
AdScene. All payments by advertisers will be made with BlaCat tokens.



BlaCat Smart AdScene

Advertiser: Advertisers can advertise through Smart AdScene for the opportunity to
gain exposure and attain users.

Advertisement Resources: Third parties who have advertising resources can join
AdScene and earn profits by showing Ads through AdScene. BlaCat will gain and
manage the advertisement resources that are outside the platform and offer 3rd party
interfaces.

InGame Ads: Smart AdScene also includes an in-game ad system targeted for
developers who have larger audiences but are limited with revenue streams. They can
get paid by embedding in-game Ads using the Smart AdScene system.

Game Promotion: Developers also can promote their games through the Smart
AdScene system and they can acquire more users by sharing their revenue with
advertisement resource holders.

Advertisement Algorithm: The BlaCat User-Weighted Algorithm will direct ads to
users based on user information, active data, etc., which we expect result in more cost-
efficient advertising, from the advertisers’ standpoint, and less distraction to the gamer.

Privacy Protection: BlaCat users’ personal information will be held in distributed,
encrypted storage. Smart AdScene will run locally, on the user’s device, and, unlike
current methods for gathering user data employed by centralized advertisers, Smart
AdScene will show an ad to a user before seeking permission for the advertiser to collect
user data. We believe that Smart AdScene system will be able to deliver ads, precisely,
without allowing private data leaks.

BlaCat Partnership Plan
BlaCat will offer one million Partner certificates using NFT(non-fungible token) smart

contracts. The users who hold these certificates will be considered a partner and have
certain exclusive rights and privileges. They will be a user, promoter and a manager of
BlaCat Community.



Annual VIP Fee: BlaCat will offer a VIP membership service, initially selling at an
annual price of 1299BCT (12.99 USD). A VIP member will receive service fee discounts,
game testing invites, game gift packages, and other benefits shown below.

Partnership Certificates: BlaCat will offer for sale one million Partner certificates
using NFT smart contracts. Users holding these certificates will be called “Partners” and
receive the benefits of VIP members and additional benefits, as set forth below.

Partnership Upgrade: Every partner with a certificate will get a promotional code
and with this they can sell partner certificates and annual VIP cards. When they sell
these things with their promotional code, their certificate will gain contribution points and
when the points reach a certain stage, their partner certificate will be upgraded. There
are four different partner levels and these are silver, gold, platinum and diamond
partners.

Sales Rewards: Each Partner will be able to engage in promotional tasks activity for
BlaCat (for example, by promoting games, selling game assets, promoting the platform,
etc.) and receive rewards payable in BCT or ZORO.

Partner Revenue: A partner’s commission will be divided into two parts, one part is
taken by the partners themselves, and the other part will go to a system revenue pool,
The system revenue will be shared among all partners with certain rules.

BlaCat Ticket: Users can use BlaCat ticket to review, rate games, and get ZORO in
return. VIP and Partner certificate owners will be issued more BlaCat Tickets each day,
which giving them more opportunities for ZORO rewards.

Annual
VIP Silver Gold Platinum Diamond

VIP rights √ √ √ √ √

Partner
Certificate

× √ √ √ √

Promotion
Code

× √ √ √ √

MileStone
reward

× √ √ √ √

Star partner
reward

× × √ √ √

Layer1 sub
rebate

× × √ √ √

Layer2 sub
rebate

× × × √ √

System N/A N/A 100% 200% 500%



Revenue Rate

BlaCat Ticket 20 / day 30 / day 40 / day 50 / day 60 / day

Point
Contribute

10 40 N/A N/A N/A

Upgrade Point N/A N/A 400 8000 100000

Upgrade
reward
(ZORO)

N/A N/A 200 3999 49988

Buy/Upgrade
Cost BCT

1299 3999 1999 1999 1999

Developer Community
BlaCat will enable establishment of an all open-source developer community,

organized to maintain various types of high-quality, open-source game project
frameworks and templates. The community will enable developers to share the progress
of their games and receive comments and advice from other developers and reduce
development duplication, ultimately resulting in higher-quality games.

Developer Account: The developer account is an extension of the base BlaCat
account. This account is a fundamental resource for developers who carry out most of
their own development and operating-related work, such as project releases, fund-raising,
marketing, etc., but is not required for access to BlaCat development tools.

Project Management Options: Developers will be responsible for creating and
initiating a project, making different version game iterations, debugging, official operating,
and community hosting.

Presale Channel: BlaCat will establish a set of developed game rating systems and
a pre-sale channel for those projects needing financial support. In addition, the platform
will provide project sources and community rating references for general consumers/
token-holders who want to purchase the games.

Development Kit (SDK): The SDK comprises of various types of instructional game
chain-up templates, including SDK interfaces and smart contract templates. So that even
a novice developer who does not fully understand blockchain can quickly develop a
blockchain game using the chain-up templates.

GameLab - “Torch Plan”
GameLab, one of BlaCat’s sub brands is committed to supporting developers in

building and creating blockchain game content and developing the BlaCat community.
This will start with the “Torch Plan” project, to initially setup the community and provide
game materials to BlaCat.



Game Developer Competition: BlaCat plans to continue to host blockchain game
developer competitions with NEO (and potentially with other blockchain platforms in the
future) to establish blockchain game standards, publicize the BlaCat platform, attract
game developers, and encourage development of BlaCat games. Together with NEO,
we ran the ‘Neo.Game’ competition during May through August 2018. This event was
well received by over 200 developers who developed more than 40 game prototypes.

GameLab Open Source Platform: BlaCat will build and maintain a fully open-
source game resource repository, including various kinds of game codes, templates,
artist resources, prototypes, Mod tool sets, map editors. Game developers can team up
to build quality games easily and rapidly with these resources and these will also support
small teams build more expansive games.

Developer Training: BlaCat will make online training courses and samples through
the GameLab to educate developers about ZoroChain, BlaCat SDK, open source
frameworks, game prototypes, toolsets, etc. This will help the amateur game developers
and attract more developers to the community.

GameLab Fund: BlaCat intends to establish a fund to support small development
teams. We expect to offer each qualifying team between $10,000 and $100,000 for game
development, in exchange for a share of project income to be paid to the Fund.
Developers must apply through the BlaCat GameLab, and BlaCat Partnership members
and the BlaCat community will decide upon the applications.

Business Development Support: As a stimulus for those mature developers who
have already had success in the game industry, BlaCat will actively expand cooperative
relations with them, including customized and cooperative development, joint publishing
and investment plans of action.



Token Logic of BlaCat
Utility Tokens of BlaCat

BCT (BlaCat Platform Coin):BCT (BlaCat Platform Coin): BlaCat intends to
maintain BCT as a digital coin (US$1 = 100 BCT), to be used for BlaCat game
and game asset purchases. Gamers will purchase BCT using local legal
tender through the BlaCat platform. Developers will be able to share their
revenue according to the BCT quantity they receive from gamers. BCTs are
minted on BlaCat’s servet and there is no limit on total supply.

Security Token of BlaCat
BCS: BCS (BlaCat Share) is the Security Token of BlaCat. The total supply will be 900
million, which represents 40% equity in BlaCat. There will also be quarterly dividends to be
paid in an amount equal to 1% of the Company’s quarterly revenue in year two, one quarter in
arrears . (issued BCS include: BCS sold in STO, BCS hold by Team, BCS hold by angel
investors and BCS spent for general purpose)



Officer Team
Founder/CEO Sean Chen

Led the development of top game 3D and Web3D engines.

Since 2009 he has had abundant entrepreneurial experiences

in the video gaming industry completing the R&D of multiple

game products that have reached total revenues in ￥600M

CNY. Some of these games include MU (奇迹来了), RO (仙境

物语) and Yulgang (热血江湖).

Co-Founder/COO Robin Shaw

Worked for the companies Shanda, Ourgame and iQIYI
PPS. When acting as GM of the iQIYI PPS Game Business
Division he built the iQIYI game platform, which has been
one of the top performing game platforms in China.

Partner/CMO Merry Song

Over 15 years Gaming industry experience led

Marketing,Sales and BD team. Built first Oversea Dept of

Ourgame and get ￥2M CNY gross profits start month；

successly acquired 100M+ new players without budget in

2013；Acquired over $3M revenue for WPT CHINA.From

2016 as the CMO of SMZY.CC,within 3 months obained $3M revenue.

CFO Anthony Morberg

As a CFA Charter Holder under the position of Investment
Director for over a decade now. Led investment activities and
coaching initiatives to facilitate capital investment into LACIs (Los
Angeles Cleantech Incubator) Publishing the ‘Just Impact’ report
and impact framework Looking into the overseas markets he has
led negotiations and financial model creations for $100M



Syndicated Debt Financing with HSBC and SCB. Additionally, ushered the
pre-marketing and drafting prospectus for a $295M IPO in Hong Kong.

Independent Directors

Wendy Wang

Ex-Huobi oversea platform founder, Ex-ColdLar CMO and
Co-founder, series entreprener,MBA in Finance, Ex-pwc
America. Sold first company to Baidu (world first indoor map
startup), Roseonly co-founder (first flower luxury brand in

China). Founded 5 companies and 3 of them got either acquired or public. Passionate
about connecting world with crypto and technologies.

Judy Zhu

Comprehensive Senior Global Finance and Investment
experience. She has worked in the finance industry for more
than 10 years and in the position of FA she has lead and
managed many IPO cases and successfully invested in

many cryptocurrency projects.

Kevin Zerber

Senior Executive, Consultant, and Founder with more than
30 years of success across the technology, financial services,
and consumer industries. Leveraging extensive experience
with acquisitions, performance issues, and scalability, he is a

valuable advisor for an organization seeking seamless system implementation. His
broad areas of expertise include software design & architecture, partnerships,
leadership, communication, teaching, and mentoring.Throughout his executive career,
Kevin has held leadership positions with TreeRing, Seriosity, IBM and E*Trade.



STO Advisory Team

James Bickel

Chairman for Redwood Group International.

In his past career Mr. Bickel Headed 6 different companies
and held the position of President at Keel Corp., President for
Allison Spring & Manufacturing, President at Bicor Machinery

& Manufacturing, Chief Operating Officer of Green Globe International, Inc. and
Operations Director at GTREX Capital, Inc. (a subsidiary of Green Globe International,
Inc.), Chairman & Chief Executive Officer for Redwood Capital, Inc., President at
Uniglobe Midpacific, Vice President of Uniglobe USA, Vice President-Business
Development of SINO UJE Ltd. and Secretary & Vice President for World Health &

Education Foundation.

David Fischer

Loeb&Loeb Law Office Partner

Represents public and private companies in a diverse range of
corporate and capital markets transactions. His broad
experience includes public and private securities offerings,

derivative securities transactions, corporate governance and public company
compliance, mergers and acquisitions, technology transfer transactions, and licensing
agreements. David also assists clients with research and development, cryptocurrency
offerings, business and fund formations, executive employment agreements, and
employee equity plans

Elaine Ketchmere

Over 12 years of experience as an investor relations counsel to
US-quoted companies on senior exchanges and OTC markets.
Clients have included companies operating in the anufacturing,
technology, energy, clean technology and agricultural
commodity sectors. She has particular experience with
companies new to the public markets, having overseen the

promotion of dozens of microcap companies from the OTC markets to a senior exchange.
In addition to her experience as an IR counselor, she has ten years of experience in



finance as a research analyst and working with institutional investors.

Yogesh Betsur
Yogesh is a great supporter of Blockchain Technology and has
worked as an Enterprise Blockchain Consultant for major
Canadian Bank having implemented two Blockchain projects. He
is a certified Blockchain professional having completed
certifications on Hyperledger,Blockchain Usecases from Linux
foundation and also an advisor to two Blockchain Startups He
has a career experience of over 16 years having consulted for
major Global Investment Banks & Stock Exchanges as a
Software Businese Consultant in Asia,Europe & North America

Advisory Team

Robert Towles

Rob is a successful gaming industry entrepreneur with
multiple, multi-million dollar exits. He has an eye for investing,
analyzing trends, asset acquisition.He grew the company to
nearly $50 million in sales. As well, while guiding a mobile
gaming company he helped generate 2.5 million active monthly

users and $72 million annual run-rate revenues before executing a $100+ million exit
to a leading media company.

LI Jianying

Cofounder of NEL (NEO China Developer Community) &
NEO Core Developer. With years’ experience in game
development, LI is a well-known game engine developer and
has an in-depth understanding of blockchain and games.

LI Jianying

Cofounder of NEL (NEO China Developer Community),
Founder of NEO Domain Name Service Project



BlaCat Team
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